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Protiviti Insights



A collection of thought leadership, stories about our people, our capabilities, our research, and the ever-changing face of our firm.
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Survey


March 19, 2024






Views on Board Governance — Where Directors and C-Suite Leaders Align and Diverge




The views of more than 1,000 directors and C-suite executives on the role and effectiveness of the board are the focus of this report on the results of our inaugural Global Board Governance Survey. This study -- developed by Protiviti, BoardProspects and Broadridge -- is, we believe, the first of its kind. It offers insights regarding the board’s priorities,...
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RESEARCH GUIDE


March 11, 2024




Sustainability: Frequently Asked Questions

The subject of sustainability continues to evolve and present challenges and opportunities for businesses. Protiviti has created a guide of frequently...
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SURVEY


January 24, 2024




GENERATIONS: What is the productivity potential of your multigenerational workforce?

Protiviti is proud to be partnering with The Inclusion Initiative at the London School of Economics (LSE) on a three-year study about generations in...
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SURVEY


December 7, 2023




Executive Perspectives on Top Risks for 2024 and 2034

The 12th annual Top Risks Survey report highlights top-of-mind issues for directors and executives around the globe over the next year - 2024 - and a...
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SURVEY


October 24, 2023




2023 Global Finance Trends Survey

Explore Protiviti’s 2023 global finance trends survey with expert opinions, financial forecasts, and financial risk assessments. Download the full...
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Content Collections








Audit & Risk Management




Collection




Protiviti leaders and subject-matter experts from around the world provide insights on key issues facing organisations in our dynamic, challenging and competitive global business climate. Our world-class internal audit and risk assessment experience provides a wealth of information and data to help you meet future challenges....



Read More


 











Board and C-Suite Leadership




Collection




Explore challenges and areas of interest for boards of directors around the world. From environmental, social and governance (ESG) matters to fulfilling the board’s vital risk oversight mandate, this collection provides practical insights and guidance for new and experienced board members alike.



Learn More


 











Cybersecurity




Collection




Cyber resilience is an organization’s ability to detect, prevent, respond, recover and learn from cybersecurity disruptions.  Our cybersecurity collection explores common issues,  trends and what organizations must do to prepare proactive and reactive solutions to and keep your assets safe.



Read More


 











Digital Experience




Collection




Perspectives from our diverse team of makers, strategists, and technologists with insights to help you ignite innovation, create connected experiences, automate processes, and drive business growth in today’s fast-moving market.



Read More


 











Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)




Collection




Sustainability continues to evolve as companies recognise supporting environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues is essential to survive in the marketplace.



Read More


 











Finance & Operations




Collection




The role of finance and operation executives is evolving to keep pace with the changing demands of customers and technology. Our finance and operations collection compiles global perspectives to help leaders become a forward-thinking, strategic partner to the business.



Read More


 











Financial Services Industry




Collection




Technology is rapidly evolving and digital adoption accelerating.  Regulatory obligations are increasing in scope, rigor and complexity.  Global events continue to challenge business, exacerbating existing and exposing new risks.  Organizations across the financial services industry are facing demanding...



Read More


 











Regulation




Collection




The world is changing fast. Our Regulatory collection brings global perspectices from our risk and compliance experts to help you navigate risks in an agile manner, enhance your risk management and compliance capabilities and promote success and innovation in your organization.



Read More


 











Technology Industry




Collection




A curated collection of topics, trends and insights to help technology, media and telecom (TMT) industry organisations face today's challenges and opportunities. For any critical point in a company's growth, explore Protiviti's insights and solutions.  Our team will enable your business with a comprehensive...



Read More


 











Transformation and Innovation




Collection




Perspectives from our talented team of makers, strategists and technologists to help you innovate, automate, modernise, or reimagine your business. Our content transformation and innovation collection offers global perspectives to help you drive business growth and succeed in today's market.



Read More
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Newsletter


March 14, 2024




Why Boards Should Care More About Geopolitics Than Ever Before


Geopolitical risk seems higher than at any point in recent memory. Managing this risk effectively should be a core competency for all businesses — and the board should lead the way.After decades of globalisation shaping the world order, businesses are now forced to accept a new reality. Geopolitical risk is an ever…













Whitepaper


February 19, 2024




Sanctions: Not Just a Financial Institution Issue

For banks, sanctions-related enforcement actions and large financial penalties over many years have made clear the cost of non-compliance with sanctions…







 







Newsletter


February 7, 2024




The Top Risks 10 Years Out: Global Risks Are Persistent

Capturing insights from over 1,100 C-level executives and directors across multiple industries with broad geographic representation, our global survey of C…







 







Whitepaper


October 10, 2023




Success With Generative AI Requires Balancing Risk With Reward

When ChatGPT launched in November 2022, it took just two months to garner a record 100 million users and capture broad market attention. Business leaders are…
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Survey


April 4, 2024




CIOs and CTOs See Skills, Staffing and Talent as Top Risk Concerns

Businesses today face a myriad of challenges as they work to adapt and transform their operational models in order to overcome future obstacles,...
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Infographic


April 3, 2024




Infographic | 2024 Top Risks in the Healthcare Industry

The analysis of risk insights from global executives for both 2024 and a decade out reveals several interrelated challenges that could result in...
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Podcast


April 3, 2024




Podcast | AI Meets Quantum in the Real World – with SandboxAQ

There’s been much speculation about how fault-tolerant quantum computing might accelerate the power of artificial intelligence in the future. But what...
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Whitepaper


April 2, 2024




Enabling Enterprise AI Adoption Through Next-Generation Governance

Artificial intelligence (AI) has become increasingly important in the enterprise, thanks in part to the rise of generative AI (GenAI). While not a new...
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Podcast


March 27, 2024




Podcast | ESG and AI – with Alyse Mauro Mason, Christine Livingston and Mark Carson

Artificial intelligence, including but not limited to generative AI, has taken the world by storm over the past year, with organisations worldwide...
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Blogs


March 26, 2024




Say ‘yes’ and the world is your oyster…in conversation with Marie Lodňanová

For Marie Lodňanová, her fearlessness to step into the unknown and her openness to say ‘yes,’ rather than to look for an excuse to say ‘no,’ saw her...
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Newsletter


March 26, 2024




Technology Insights

Welcome to March issue of Technology Insights. Explore new webinars, videos, blogs, podcasts and much more.
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Newsletter


March 24, 2024




When Executives Stand in the Way — Create the Right Tone at the Top for Change

In the race toward innovation and transformation, it can be easy for leadership to overlook their crucial role in driving change in the organisation,...
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When Executives Stand in the Way — Create the Right Tone at the Top for Change

In the race toward innovation and transformation, it can be easy for leadership to overlook their crucial role in driving change in the organisation,...
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Blog


February 13, 2024




Engaging Internal Audit Stakeholders to Build the Base for Adoption — Understanding the Global Internal Audit Standards (Part 1 of 3)


The final updated Global Internal Audit Standards become effective January 9, 2025.
Why it matters: The update established an emphasis on quality, clarifies responsibilities, provides further guidance, and enhances the role of internal auditing as a business partner.
Why start…
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March 4, 2024




There’s a Bright Future for SAP BusinessObjects 4.3 and Beyond

What’s ahead for SAP’s BusinessObjects? Customers currently on BOBJ 4.2 should know that it will go out of support at the end of this year. Which means that…
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From Conformance to Performance — Understanding the Global Internal Audit Standards (Part 3 of 3)

The Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) final updated Global Internal Audit Standards provide the opportunity for transformative change.
Why it matters:…
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Building Technology Resilience: Aspects and Actions

This is the second in a two- part series exploring the benefits of technology resilience , its aspects and the steps involved to implement a technology…
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Client stories

Learn how Protiviti helps our clients.



See all client stories






















Newsletters

A collection of Protiviti's newsletters.



See all newsletter






















Podcasts

A collection of Protiviti podcasts, including the Risky Women Podcast and the Post-Quantum World Podcast series.



See all podcasts























Videos

A collection of Protiviti videos.



See all videos
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